DAWES DAWE-ADE™

DAWE-ADE™ is a scientific formulation of Vitamins A, D₃ & E in water dispersible form.

Each 40 gm. packet contains:
- Vitamin A: 3,300,000 I.U.
- Vitamin D₃: 1,100,000 I.C.U.
- Vitamin E: 1,100 I.U.

DAWE-ADE™ FUNCTIONS

- DAWE-ADE™ administered via the drinking water accelerates absorption of Vitamins A, D₃, and E from the intestinal tract and transference to the blood stream permitting rapid compensation for induced or nutritional deficiencies. DAWE-ADE™ thus assists in restoring body reserves of these vitamins.
- DAWE-ADE™ assists resumption of full feed consumption and normal production efficiency.
- DAWE-ADE™ is a convenient supplement to, but not a substitute for, properly fortified rations and is effective only under the specific conditions described.

DAWE-ADE™ USES

- The three Vitamins A, D₃ & E are important in many biological functions which can be impaired under those circumstances giving rise to deficiencies. The young of all species are in need of these vitamins, particularly during the first weeks of life, as insurance against induced deficiencies resulting from poor feed consumption. Inadequate vitamin assimilation can result from disease, mold, stress or parasitic infection. The need for these vitamins is increased during stress and following outbreaks of disease or during unfavorable weather conditions.

Typical stress conditions are:
- Excessive work
- Shipping
- Worming
- Dehorning
- Moving
- Heat
- Castration
- Parturition
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www.DawesNutrition.com